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sometime later, during the quest for the fountain of youth and the key to accessing it, jack had a
dream in which he read a letter from his father, telling him that elizabeth was to be returned to him
after jack had found the fountain of youth. the next morning, as they were preparing to leave, jack is

told by angelica that he has arranged an encounter between himself and barbossa. later, in a
conversation with barbossa, jack discovers that this is a trap, but they leave anyway. after they hear
the sound of a battle, they escape and are joined by carina who, having met salazar, asks them to

travel with her. they pursue salazar and the signet ring, and eventually find salazar aboard the black
pearl. thereafter, the black pearl made an attempt to take out the larger and more heavily armed
royal navy warships. during the battle of port royal, the black pearl was boarded and captured by

barbossa's first mate, henry. meanwhile, sparrow narrowly avoids being dragged into the depths by
a shark, and narrowly avoids being dragged in after him. the two escape the shark and, after a series
of violent confrontations, make it to the other end of the city. then they meet will, who had been to
the law courts and retrieved sparrow's hat and papers. [44] in the film, when the spanish armada
finds the black pearl, the crew holds jack sparrow in the chains of the ship. during this time, jack

creates the hat trick by obtaining two parrots and attaching the parrot cages to his head. once he
stole the hats, the parrots started to act strangely. within a few moments, the parrots took flight and
flew off to an unknown destination. however, the parrots soon crashed through the ceiling and out of

the ship. jack was last seen in his parrot cages bobbing above the sea and singing a happy song.
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jack also had a fateful encounter
with blackbeard during the search

for the fountain of youth. after
searching the island for two days,

blackbeard and their crew
captured the trio of jack, angelica
and gibbs and imprisoned them.
[20] blackbeard believed jack to
be a fool, as he told angelica that
the fountain of youth was just to

make jack happy. jack and
angelica managed to escape
while gibbs was taken in as a

slave. captain jack and angelica
were later rescued by the queen
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anne's revenge , though she was
still a novice nun as she told jack.

[31] angelica would leave the
queen anne's revenge after jack's

attempt to save her was
unsuccessful, during which she
learned her name was angelica.
[32] jack's soul turned to gold at
one time, leaving him near death

before he gained his ability to
swim through burning gasoline.

despite the damage done to him,
jack was determined to die a

pirate rather than return to the
life of a wooden statue. the gold
was to be used for a holy relic of
the glorious dead and was not

meant to be his soul ; this, along
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with several other unconfirmed
facts concerning jack's soul, have
caused debate among fans. jack's
sailing experience was excellent;
he was able to avoid a hurricane
by sailing the black pearl through

eye of the storm. jack was also
highly skilled at sword fighting,

able to defeat not only
blackbeard himself, but the

equally deadly cesario.
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